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Why invest
with us?
SOME NOTABLE REASONS

2 WAREHOUSES IN USA AND UK

We've 2 warehouses in the USA and UK, with the

inventory exceeding worth $12m.

OVER 180 PEOPLE SELLING OUR PRODUCTS

With over 180 companies and indviduals selling our

products and running top-rated accounts, we've got this! #ONTHETOP02



Experience

BEST PRODUCTS

We've got the best products,

selling on daily basis!

OVER 3200+ ORDERS DAILY

On average, daily we've 3200

orders in the past months.

PRODUCTS RANGE

Our products range at $0.99 -

$750.00 and more.



Top-rated
points

#ONTHETOP

Skilled and experienced

leadership team
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Best rated Inventory

Management software.

We call it BMS.

Network of global teams

expanded across 28

countries.

Corporate setup done

as per US laws.



Notable projects
EARLIEST TO CURRENT YEAR

#ONTHETOP
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Project 1
DS1 - Dropshipping 1 from UK

Bradford warehouse, inventory worth

US$8m and more. 

Categories in over 800 products.

Sellers exceeding over 1200 daily

sales. 
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Best business management,

inventory management and

warehouse management

software.

#ONTHETOP



24/7 CIC
Our 24/7 Clients Interaction Center

is something everyone loves. Instant

replies. Top rated management team.
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We've active
leadership!

We've got an active, young and

enthusiastic leadership, who're active

at a not-so-normal way. They reply to

their emails as they reply to texts.
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Project 2
DS2 - Dropshipping 2

Our successful and 99.99% happy-customer experience has

made this so successful. Operated from UK to the worldwide. #ONTHETOP 11
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Invest from US$400.00 and more and get upto

22.44% return rate. 

All terms are stated clearly to avoid

inconvenience. The plus point, our top rated

sellers have accounts, that gets massive orders.

You put money with us. We purchase stock.

They sell, we all make money.

It's that simple!



Real-time
software that
shows your
profits - real-
time! 

Guaranteed.

We guarantee that. See every profit

increasing on the real-time

transaction based software - and

withdraw profits anytime.
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Monthly payouts
You choose to get your profits, or re-invest

the money. Our Investment Management

Initiative is done effectively, to make sure

that your money is in safe hands.

And, we guarantee that! 
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Let's talk,

we're open for
investments!

EMAIL

investments@pentamark.org

MOBILE

+44 7563 070458

MAILING ADDRESS

159, Lawton Road,

Manchester, M23 0PW

United Kingdom
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